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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper continues the study of boundary value problems for a discrete system which 
in particular includes the prototype equation x(k + 1) = f(k, x(k)), equations with finite as well as 
infinite delays, equations of neutral type, and the discrete integral equations of Volterra type. While 
the finite discrete interval case (regular as well as at resonance) has been discussed in [1,2], in the 
present paper the infinite interval case will be addressed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let l~I = {0, 1, 2,... } denote the set of nonnegative integers, and x : N --* R n with x(k) = 
(x I (k),..., xn(k)). Consider the discrete system 
k 
x(k + 1) = E A~(i)x(i) + b(k) + fk(x(O), x(1) , . . . ,  x(k)), k • N, (1.1) 
i=0 
where each Ak(i) is a constant n x n matrix; b(k) is an n-vector, and fk : R n(k+l) --* R", with 
the dependence of fk at k annotated in the subscript. The system (1.1) is very general, in fact, 
it includes in particular at least all the different types of equations listed in the abstract, and for 
this system recently in [3-7] a variety of problems have been discussed. Further, systems imilar 
to (1.1) have been the subject matter of recent work in [8-11]. 
Let BiN ) be the space of all real n-vector bounded functions defined on N, and let L be a 
bounded linear operator mapping B(N) (or a subspace of B(N)) into R n. In this paper, first we 
shall study the discrete system (1.1) subject o the boundary conditions 
L[x] = £ • R". (1.2) 
In fact, in Section 2, we shall consider the problem (1.1),(1.2) with fk - 0, i.e., the linear problem 
and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions. In Section 3, we 
shall apply various fixed point theorems to establish the existence of the solutions of the nonlinear 
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problem (1.1),(1.2). Then, in Section 4, we shall offer sufficient conditions for the existence of at 
least one value of the R"-valued parameter A such that the discrete system 
k 
x(k+ 1) = ZAk( i )x ( i )  +b(k) +gk(X(O),x(1) . . . .  ,x(k),A), k • N, (1.3) 
i=O 
x(0)  = 
has a solution satisfying (1.2). For this, in what follows, throughout with respect o the difference 
systems (1.1) and (1.3), we shall assume that fk and gk are at least continuous in their domain 
of definitions. 
The motivation of the present work comes from several studies for the boundary value problems 
similar to (1.1),(1.2), and (1.3),(1.2), and their continuous analogs over a finite interval in [12-36], 
and over infinite intervals in [37,38]. 
2. L INEAR PROBLEMS 
Here, we shall provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of the 
linear difference system 
k 
x(k + 1) = Z Ak(i)x(i) + b(k), k • N, (2.1) 
i=0  
satisfying the boundary conditions (1.2). For this, the following two lemmas play a crucial role. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [27].) For the linear system (2.1) together with the initia/condition 
x(0) = ~, (2.2) 
the unique solution x(k) can be written as 
x(k) = A(k)~ + ~(k), k • N, (2.3) 
where 
k-1  
/3(k) = Z Bk(i)b(i), (2.4) 
i=O 
and the n x n matrices A(j) and Bk(i) are recarsively defined as 
A(O) = I, (identity), 
J (2.5) 
A(j + 1) = ~&(i)A(i), 0<j<k,  
i=0 
and 
Bk(i)  = 0, i > k > 0, 
Bk(k -1)= I, k>l ,  
k-1 (2.6) 
Bk(i) = Z Ak-l(t)Bt(i), O < i < k -1 .  
.t=i+l 
REMARK 2.1. For the remainder of this paper we shall assume that the rank of each of the 
matrices Jr(k), k • N, and Bk(i), 0 < i < k - 1, k • N is n. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [35].) Given a system of linear algebraic equations 
Ax = b, (2.7) 
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where A is an n x n matrix and x and b are both n-dimensional vectors, suppose that the rank 
ofA  i sn -m (I < m < n). 
The linear a/gebralc system (2.7) possesses a solution if and only if 
ob = o, (2.8) 
where 0 is an m × n matrix whose row vectors are linearly independent vectors de, 1 < ~ < m, 
satisfying 
d¢A = O. (2.9) 
In case (2.8) holds, any solution of (2.7) can be written as 
x = E7¢c¢  + Sb, (2.10) 
¢=1 
where 70 1 <_ ~ <_ m, are arbitrary constants; c¢, 1 < ¢ < m, are m linearly independent column 
vectors satisfying 
Ace = 0, (2.11) 
and S is an n x n matrix independent of b such that 
ASp = p (2.12) 
for any column vector p satisfying 
Op = 0. (2.13) 
REMARK 2.2. The matrix S specified in Lemma 2.2 is not unique. 
THEOREM 2.3. A necessary and sutticient condition for the existence of a unique solution of the 
boundary value problem (2.1),(1.2) is that the matrix 
G = L [.4(k)] (2.14) 
is nonsingular, b-~rther, this solution x(k) can be represented as 
x(k) = Hl[b(k)] + H2[e], (2.15) 
where H1 is the/inear operator mapping B(N) into itself such that 
Hi[b(k)] = E Bk(i)b(i) - A (k )G- IL  Bk(i)b(i) , 
i=0 k i=0 
and H2 is the linear operator mapping R n into B(N) such that 
H2[e] = M(k)G- IL  
PROOF. The solution (2.3) satisfies (1.2) if and only if 
L[A(k)]a + L[/~(k)] = L (2.16) 
Since detG # 0, from (2.16) we get 
ot = G-l~. -- G-ILIa(k)]. (2.17) 
On substituting (2.17) in (2.3), the result (2.15) follows. | 
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COROLLARY 2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique solution of 
the boundary value problem: (2.1), 
K 
E Lsx(ks) = g, 0 --  k 1 < k 2 < . . .  < k K = (:x) (2 _< K < (:x)), (2.18) 
s--1 
where Ls, 1 < s < K are n x n matrices, is that the matrix 
K 
G1 = Z LsA(ks) (2.19 / 
is nonsingular. Further, this solution x(k) can be represented as 
oo 
x(k) = A(k)Gi-Yg + E g(k, i)b(i), (2.20) 
i=O 
where g(k,i) is the Green's matrix such that for ks-1 <_ i <_ ks - 1, 2 < s < K 
K 
Bk(i) - A(k)Gi -1EL jBk j ( i ) ,  ks-1 < i < k -  1, 
g(k , i )  = K J=" (2.211 
-A (k )G~IE  LjBkj (i), k < i < ks - 1. 
j=s  
PROOF. For the boundary conditions (2.18) the equation (2.17) becomes 
K k . - I  
a = Gl ig  - a-~ 1 EL .  E Bk.(i)b(il' 
s----1 i----0 
which on arranging the terms is the same as 
K ks -1  K 
c~=Gl lg -G l lE  E EL jBk~ (i)b(i)' 
s=2 i=k . -1  j=s  
and hence, the solution of (2.1),(2.18) is 
K k . -1  K k -1  
x(k) = A(k)G l lg -  A (k )a l  1E  E E LjBkj(i)b(i) -t- E Bk(i)b(i), 
s=2 i=k ,_ l  j f s  i=0 
which from the definition of g(k, i) is the same as (2.20). | 
THEOREM 2.5. Let the rank o[ the matrix G defined in (2.141 be n - m (1 < m < n). Then, the 
boundary value problem (2.1),(1.21 has a solution if and only if 
k- i  )] 
eL [E  Bk(i)b(i = 0, (2.22) 
where 0 is an m x n matrix whose row vectors are linearly independent vectors de, 1 < ~ < m 
satisfying dcG= O. 
In case (2.22) holds, any solution of (2.1),(1.2) can be expressed as 
x(k) = E 7¢y¢(k) +-H1 [b(k)] + H2[£], (2.23) 
¢ffil 
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where 7¢, 1 <_ ~ <_ m are arbitrary constants; y¢(k), 1 <_ ~ <_ rn are m linearly independent 
solutions of the homogeneous boundary value problem 
k 
x(k + 1) = Z Ak(i)x(i), L[x] = 0; (2.24) 
i--0 
H1 is the linear operator mapping B(N) into itself such that 
k-1 [~.Li=0k-1 ] Hl[b(k)] = Bk( i )b( i ) -  A(k)SL . __  Bk(i)b(i) , 
i=o 
and -H2 is the//near operator mapping R n into B(N) such that 
H2[£] = A(k)S£. 
IF?- '  Bk(i)b(0] such that GSp = p for The matrix S is an n x n matrix independent of g - L i=o 
any colamn vector p satisfying Op = 0. 
PROOF. From Lemma 2.2 the system (2.16) has a solution if and only if (2.22) holds. Further, 
in such a case the vector a can be given by 
= + se  - SL  , (2 .25)  
~=1 Li=O 
where c¢, 1 < ~ < m are m linearly independent column vectors satisfying Gc¢ = 0. Let 
y;(k) = A(k)c¢, 1 < ~ < m then in view of (2.3) and the Remark 2.1, y~(k) are linearly 
independent solutions of the homogeneous difference system (2.24). Moreover, we have 
L [y¢(k)] = L [A(k)c¢] = L [A(k)] c¢ = Gc¢ = O, 1 <_ ~ < m. 
Now substituting (2.25) in (2.3), we find (2.23). | 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let the rank of the matrix G1 defined in (2.19) be n - m (1 <_ m <__ n). Then, 
the boundary value problem (2.1),(2.18) has a solution if and only if 
K k.- I  
O~ -- 0 Z L8 Z Bk. (i)b(i) = 0, (2.26) 
8=2 i=0 
where 0 is an m x n matrix whose row vectors are linearly independent vectors de, 1 < ~ < m 
satisfying dcG1 = O. 
In ease (2.26) holds, any solution of (2.1),(2.18) can be expressed as 
m oo 
x(k) = Z "yCY¢(k) + A(k)Sg + Z g l (k ,  i)b(i), (2.27) 
(ffil ~=o 
where 70 1 _< ~ < m are arbitrary constants; y~(k), 1 <_ ~ < m are m //nearly independent 
solutions of the homogeneous boundary value problem 
k K 
x(k + 1) = E Ak(i)x(i), Z Lsx(ks) = 0; (2.28) 
i=0  8=1 
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S is an n x n matrix independent of£ - ~']~K=2 L, Ek~:O 1 fl~,(i)b(i) such that GSp -- p for any 
column vector p satisfying Op = O, and gl(k, i)  is the Green's matr/x such that for ks-1 < i < 
ks -1 ,2<s<K 
K 
{ < i < k- 1, 
K (2.29) 
-A (k )S  E LjBk~ (i), k < i < k, - 1. 
j=s 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. | 
REMARK 2.3. In view of Remark 2.2 the matrix S in Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 is not 
unique. 
3. NONL INEAR PROBLEMS 
In the space B(N) we shall consider the norm IlxlIB = SUPkeN IIx(k)ll, where Ilall : ]~in__l Io~1, 
a E R n. Let Bee(N) consists of all functions x E BiN ) for which lim;¢_~ x(k) exists and is finite. 
It is clear that B~(N)  is a closed subset of B(N). For a fixed positive real number u we define 
the set S~ = {a E R" : Ilall -< u}. 
CONDITION e l .  limk-,c~ .A(k) --- ,4(oo) and limk--.oo Bk(i) : Boo(i) exist and are finite. 
REMARK 3.1. In the rest of this paper we shall assume that there exist matrices X(k)  and 
Y( i )  defined for 0 < i <:_ k E N such that Bk(i) : X (k )Y( i ) .  This condition is satisfied by 
many difference systems, e.g., when Ak(i) = O, 0 <_ i <_ k -  1 and Ak(k) = A(k), say, then 
A(k) k-1 = I]j=o A(k - 1 - j) ,  and Bk(i) = ,4(k).A-l(i + 1). With this assumption we note that 
the condition limk-~¢~ Bk(i) = Bee(i) implies that limk-~c¢ X(k)  = X(oo) exists and is finite. We 
shall also assume that the matrix G defined in (2.14) is nonsingular. 
REMARK 3.2. In our main results the following proposition will be used. A set Z c B°°(N) is 
relatively compact if it is bounded, and uniformly convergent in the following sense: for each 
e > 0 there exists a ke e N such that IIx(k) - x(oo)l I < e for every ke < k e N and x e Z. It 
should be emphasized that k~ is independent of the function x(k). Although the proof of this 
proposition can be modelled after Avramescu [39], for completeness the proof is provided here. 
We need to show that every sequence in Z has a Cauchy subsequence. From any sequence in Z, 
of course, we can extract a subsequence, say {gin}, such that {gm(oo)} is convergent. Fix e > O. 
There exists a positive integer ke with 
I lgm(k) -gm(oo) l l<~,  if k > ke, m e {1,2, . . .}  and k e N. 
Also there exists a positive integer he with 
Ilgm(c~) - gp(oo)ll < ~, for m, p > he and m, p e N. 
Combine these two inequalities, to obtain 
IIg,n(k) - gp(k)ll < (, if k > ke and m, p > he. 
On the other hand, the Arzela-Ascoli theorem [18] implies that there exists a subsequence {gin(r) } 
of {gin} and a positive integer qc with 
Ilgm(r)(i) -gm(h)(i)ll < e, for i E {1, . . . ,  k(} with re(r), re(h) >_ qe, 
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and re(r), re(h) 6 N. The last two inequalities imply that the subsequence {gin(r)} in Z is 
Cauchy. 
THEOREM 3.1. With respect o the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2) assume that the opera- 
tor L is defined on B°°(N) and Condition C1 holds. Further suppose that there exists a positive 
real number u with 
(i) max{supkeN 11~4(k)ll, supk~N IIX(k)ll} = Q; 
(ii) ifsupxes~ [[Y(i)[b(i) + f i(x(0),x(1),. . .  ,x(i))][[ = q(i), where S v = {x 6 B°°(N): [Ix[Is <_ 
oo i u}, then ~-']~i=0 q( ) = P < oo; 
(iii) for every x 6 S u, 
(iv) Q(M + P) <_ ~,. 
Then, there exists at least one solution of (1.1),(1.2) in S ~. 
PROOF. Consider the operator T : S ~' --* Boo(N) defined as follows: 
k-1 
(Tx)(k) = X (k) ~_, Y(i) [b(i) + .f~(x(0), x (1) , . . . ,  x(i))] 
i=o (3.1) 
o k-1 -[- ] 
-- A(k)G- 'L  [~=oBk(i)[b(i) f,(x(O),x(1),...,x(i)) l + A(k)G-lg. 
In view of Theorem 2.3 it is clear that a fixed point of T is a solution of the boundary value 
problem (1.1),(1.2). 
For x 6 S v conditions (i)-(iv) imply that 
oo  
[[(Tx)[[s _< QM + Q Z q(i) = Q(M + P) < u, 
i=0 
i.e., TS v c S v. Now fix x 6 S v and let yx(k) = (Tx)(k) with limk__.oo yx(k) = yx(oo). Then, we 
have 
I k-I 
IlY~(k) - yx(oo)[[ = X(k) Z g(i) [b(i) + fi(x(O), x(1), . . . ,  x(i))] 
i=0 
[~--~'~.--vk-1 -[- ] 
,4(k)G-1L |~-,Bk(i)[b(i) f,(x(O),x(1) . . . .  ,x(i)) l + A(k)G-lg 
oo 
- X(oo) Z Y(i) [b(i) + fi(x(O), x(1), . . . ,  x(i))] 
i--o 
<_ MIIA(k) - A(~)I I  + PllX(k) - X (~) l l  + Q~'_,q(i). 
i=k  
Thus, it follows that given e > 0 there exists k0(e) • N such that [[yx(k) - yx(oo)[I < e, for every 
ko(e) <_ k • N and every x • S ~. Consequently, {yx}, x • S ~ is relatively compact in Boo(N). To 
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show the continuity o fT  on S", we let {xm} c S V, such that limm-.oo [Ixm -xiiB --* 0. Further, 
let ym(k) = (Txm)(k), y(k) = (Tx)(k). Then, we obtain 
Ily~ - ylIB = X(k)  g( i)  [fdxm(0) . . . .  ,xm(i)) - I~(x(O),...,x(i))] 
-A (k )G-1L  X(k)  Y(i) [fi(xm(O),... ,xm(i)) - f~(x(O),... ,z(i))] (3.2) 
_< Q (1 + Ila-lll IILII Q) ~ IIY(i)[fi(xm(OI,... ,xm(i)) - f~(x(O),... ,z(i))]ll • 
i---0 
From the continuity of fi, it is clear that the summand in the last term of (3.2) tends to zero as 
m ----* ~ ,  further in view of (ii) it is uniformly bounded by the summable function 2q(i). Thus, it 
follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that Ily,~-ylIB ~ 0 as m --4 ~,  i.e., T is 
continuous on S". The existence of a fixed point of T now follows as an application of Schauder's 
fixed point theorem. As we have noted earlier this fixed point is a solution of (1.1),(1.2). | 
COROLLARY 3.2. With respect o the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2) assume that the oper- 
ator L is defined on Boo(N) and Conditions C1 and (i) hold. Further, let 
1 oo 
(v) limminf ~ ~ sup IIY(i)[b(i) + fdx(O),x(1), . . . ,x( i))] l l  = O. 
i=o  zEB~ (N) 
IlxllB<m 
Then, for every £ e R" there exists at least one solution of (1.1),(1.2). 
PROOF. Fix £ E R n and choose a sequence {mp} of positive integers uch that 
lim mp=co,  and lim Ap=0,  
p---*OO p---tOO 
where 
1__ oo  
Ap = ~ sup IlY(i)[b(i)+f~(x(O),x(1),... ,x(i))]{[. 
mp i--0 xEBeC(N) 
IlxllB<m~, 
Then, there exists a Po such that for every p _> Po, 
IIG-111 Iltll + Q (IIG-111 IILIIQ + 1) ~ < 1. mp 
Thus, for every x E S v = {x E B°°(N) : IlzllB _< mpo = v} from (3.1) it follows that 
II(Tx)(k)ll < m~ = v, 
i.e., TS ~ C_ S ~. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. | 
prom (3.1) it is clear that for any solution x(k) of the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2) the 
initial condition x(0) = xo has the following representation 
( [  ]) xo-~G -1 t -L  X(k)  y~Y( i ) [b ( i )+  fi(x(O),x(1) . . . .  ,x(i))] . (3.3) 
i---0 
In our next result by x(k,O,u) we shall denote the solution x(k) of (1.1) satisfying x(0) = u. 
THEOREM 3.3. With respect o the boundary va/ue problem (1.1),(1.2) assume that the opera- 
tor L is defined on B(N) and Condition (i) holds. Farther suppose that there exists a positive 
real number u with 
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(vi) /or each u E Sv there exists a (unique) x(k, O, u) on N; 
(vii) there exists a constant D > 0 such that IIx(k,O,u)ll <_ D, u E Sv; 
(viii) if supilx(k,O,u)ll<_D IIY(i) [b(i) +]i(x(0, O, u), . . . , x(i, O, u))] II = q(i), then ~ioo=0 q(i) = P < co; 
(ix) IIG-111 (1£11 + IILIIQP) <_ u. 
Then, there exists at least one solution of (1.1),(1.2). 
PROOF. Consider the operator T : Sv --* R n defined as follows 
Tu=G -1 e -L  X(k )  Y( i ) [b( i )+ f~(x(O,O,u),x(1,0,u), . . . ,x( i ,O,u))] . (3.4) 
For u E S~, let x(k,O,u) be the solution of (1.1) satisfying x(0) = u. For this solution, in view 
of (i), (vii)-(ix), we have 
IITu[I <_ IIG-1ll (llgll + ILllQP) <_ u, 
i.e., TSv C_ S~. To show the continuity of T on S~, we let {urn} C S~, uo E S~ such that 
limm-.oo llum - uoll --- O. We define u m = Turn, and u ° = Tuo, then we have 
oo  
- u°H <_ ]IG- I] HLiIQ~-~ HV(i)[f (x(O,O, um),x(1,0,u,O,... ,x(i,o, um)) (3.5) 
i=O 
-f ,(x(0, 0, ~o), x(1, 0, u0),..., x(i, 0, uo))] II. 
From the continuity of fi, it is clear that the summand in (3.5) tends to zero as m -* co, further 
in view of (viii) it is uniformly bounded by the summable function 2q(i). Thus, it follows from 
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that ][u m -u  ° ][ --* 0 as m --* co, i.e., T is continuous 
on Sv. Thus, by Brouwer's fixed point theorem there exists at least one vector, x0, such that 
equation (3.3) holds. The solution of (1.1) with this initial condition also satisfies the boundary 
condition (1.2). | 
COROLLARY 3.4. With respect to the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2), assume that the op- 
erator L is defined on B(N) and the conditions (i),(vi) hold. Further, let 
(x) lim infm-.oo(1/m) ~'~ooffio suPilull<m [[Y(i) [b(i) + fi(x(O, O, u), x(X, O, u) , . . . ,  x(i, O, u))] [[ = O. 
Then, for every ~ E R n there exists at/east one solution of (1.1),(1.2). 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 3.2. | 
In Theorem 3.1 functions x are taken from a suitable closed, convex, and bounded subset S ~ 
of the Banach space B°°(N), and for the operator T defined in (3.1) it is shown that TS ~ C S ~. 
However, the applicability of Schauder's fixed point theorem fails, at least as far as we can check, 
if there is no such S v. A similar remark holds for Theorem 3.3 also. One of the alternatives 
in such a case is the LerayoSchauder fixed point theorem. For this, we introduce a parameter 
/~ E [0, 1] in the problem (1.1),(1.2) as follows: 
k 
x(k + 1) = Z Ak(i)x(i) + #b(k) + pfk(x(O), x(1) , . . . ,  x(k)), k e N, (3.6) 
i=O 
L[x] = #£, 
so that the operator equation (3.1) becomes 
k-1  
IT(x,/~)](k) =/~ X(k)  Z Y( i )  [b(i) + fi(x(O), x(1) , . . . ,  x(i))] 
i=0 (3.T) ] } -.~(k)a-~L Bk(i) [b(i) + I~(x(O),x(l), ,x(i))l + ~(k)a-~ 
LifO 
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We shall show that there exists a function x E B(N) such that [T(x, 1)](k) = x(k). For this, we 
shall use the following result, which is a particular case of [40, Theorem 1, p. 64]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let B be a Banach space. For the operator equation 
T(x, #) - x = 0 (3.8), 
assume the following. 
(I) T(x, I~) is defined on B x [0, 1] with values in B, and is completely continuous in x, i.e., 
for each # 6 [0, 1], T(x,p)  is continuous in x and maps every bounded subset of B into 
a relatively compact set. Moreover, if Z is a bounded subset of B, T(x,p) is continuous 
in ~ uniformly with respect o x 6 Z. 
(II) T(x, #o) = 0 for some #0 6 [0, 1] and for every x 6 B. 
(III) H there are solutions of the equation (3.8),, then they belong to the same closed ball 
of B, independently of#. 
Then, there exists a continuum of solutions of (3.8),, corresponding to all the values of # 6 [0, 1]. 
All these solutions lie in ~. 
THEOREM 3.6. With respect o the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2), assume that the opera- 
tor L is defined on BiN ) and Condition (i) holds. Further, let 
(xi) for every Z C B(N), supxez [JY(/)[b(i) + •(z(0),x(1), . . . ,x( i))]  [[ < s(i)JjzJJz + q(i), 
where for x 6 Z, I JxJ lz supkeN I lx (k) l l ,  oo oo . = and ~i=o s(i) = W < oo, ~=o q(~) = P < oo; 
(xii) Q211G-11111LIIWeQW < 1. 
Then, for every ~ 6 R n there exists at least one solution of (1.1),(1.2). 
PROOF. In view of Theorem 2.3 for # = 0 the problem (3.6) has only the trivial solution. Let 
{kin} be an increasing sequence of positive integers uch that km -* co as m --* co. Further, let 
Nm = {0, 1, . . . ,  k,n}, and B(Nm) be the space of all real n-vector functions defined on N,n with 
the norm I[xHB,. = supkeN.. IIx(k)ll. Assume that x 6 B(N1) and consider the function 
fx (k ) ,  k•N1 
5(k) / x(kl), k • N-  N,. 
The set of all such functions 5 is a Banach space DI(N) with the norm H~HD, = HXHB,. Now 
consider the operator T1 (~, #) : DI(N) --* DI(N) with [TI(~, #)] (k) = y(k), where for k • N1, 
k-1  
y(k) -- p X(k)  ~-~Y(i)[b(i) +/ , (e(0) ,e (1) , . . .  ,e(i))] 
i=0 (3.9) 
We shall establish a fixed point theorem for the operator TI(~, 1). For this, first we shall prove 
the continuity of TI(~,p) with respect o #. Let #1,~2 • [0,1] and g • DI(N). Then, for all 
k • N1, we have 
--< I~I -- P21 [Q (HG-III (fiSH + QHLII P) + P) + Q (Q I[G-IH IILH + I) WHXHD,]. 
Consequently, since 
IITI( , - .2)II D, = sup [I - IT1 "2)l (k)II, 
kEN1 
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it follows that the operator TI(~,#) is continuous in # uniformly with respect to • E Z (any 
bounded subset of DI(N)). To show the continuity of TI(~, #) with respect o ~, we let (xm), 
in DI(N) and define ~m(k) = [Tl('Zm,#)](k), m = 1,2, . . . ,  ~(k) = [Tl(~,#)](k) and assume 
that 
lim II~m - XlID~ = l im IIx,n --  x l lB  ~ = O. 
71%-'-+OO m- -+OO 
Then, we have 
IlY,n - YHD, -- sup Hym(k) - Y(k)l[ 
kENa 
oo  
< Q ~ IIY(i) [~(~(0) , . . . ,  ~( i ) )  - £(~(0),. . .  ,~(i))]ll (3.10) 
i----0 
¢X) 
+ Q= II c-ill IILII ~ IIY(i)[/~(~(0),... ,~m(i)) -/~(~(0),... ,~(i))]ll. 
However, since 
lim II/~(~(0),... ,~( i ) )  - / , (~(0) , . . .  ,~(i))ll = 0, 
fl¢l"~OO 
and for i E N 
IIY(i) [/d~m(o),... ,~m(i)) -/~(~(0),... ,~(i))] II < s(i)[IIx~IIN, + IIxlIN1] + 2q(i), 
and also, the functions s(i) and q(i) are summable, from Lebesgue's dominated convergence 
theorem, (3.10) implies that limm-~oo I1~ -~IID1 = o. This proves the continuity of TI(~,#) 
with respect o ~. 
Also since 
]IYlID~ = IlYlIB~ <-- Q IIG-1]I [11~11 + QIILII (Wbz + P)] + Q (Wbz + P) , 
TI(Z, #) is relatively compact in DI(N) for each/z E [0,1], (cf., see [18]). 
Now assume that the equation 
[Tl(5, ~)](k) - ~(k) = 0 (3.11) 
has solutions in DI(N). Then, if 5(k) is such a solution corresponding to a fixed # E [0, 1], then 
for k E NI, we have 
k-1 
]]x(k)ll -< Q ]1G-1 II [H~H + QIILH (W]]~]]D~ + P)] + QP + Q Z s(i)llx(i)H" 
i=o 
Thus, by Gronwall's inequality [17, p. 183] it follows that 
k-1 
I[x(k)H <_ [Q JIG-111 [lltll + Q[IL]I (WH'~HD~ + P)] + QP] H (1 + Qs(i)), 
i=o 
k-1  oo which in view of 1-I~=0 (1 + Qs(i)) <_ exp (Q ~=0 s(i)) = e QW gives 
HSHD, _< (1 - Q2 HG-1H HLHWeQW)-I Q [IIG-111 (HtH + QpHLH) + p] eQw = W. 
Thus, the solutions of (3.11) are uniformly bounded with respect to # ~ [0, 1]. Hence, the 
conditions of Theorem 3.5 are satisfied, and we conclude that the operator TI(~, 1) has a fixed 
point 5, i.e., [TI(~, IZ)](k) = g(k) so ~ • DI(N). 
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Now let DIn(N) be the Banach space of all functions 5, which are defined from the functions 
x E B(Nm)  as follows 
z(k), kent ,  
• (k) = x(km), k N-  Nm, 
with the norm [[~[[D. = [Ix[lB. = supkeg~ []x(k)[[. Then, on following the above process, we 
can find a sequence {xm} of solutions of (1.1) such that ~rn e DIn(N), [[hmHo.. = HXm[[B.. <- w, 
and for k E Nm, 
k-1 
xm(k) = X(k) ~ Y(i) [b(i) + fi(5m(0) . . . . .  ~=(i))1 
i=0 (3.12) 
- A(k)G-1L [~ Bk(i) [b(i) + f,(~m(O),...,~,~(i))]] + A(k)G-lt. 
Li=O 
Now the sequence {~m} is uniformly bounded on N1. The Arzela-Ascoli theorem [18] guarantees 
a subsequence $1 of N and a x I E B(N1) with 
sup ll m(k) -  lCk)ll -- 0, as m -~ oo through $I. 
kEN1 
Similarly there exists a subsequence $2 of S1 and a x 2 E B(N2) with 
sup ll  (k) -   (k)ll -- 0,  as  m ~ oo  through $2. 
kENa 
Notice also xl(k) = x2(k) ifk E N1. Proceed inductively to obtain for i = 1,2 . . .  a subsequence Si 
of S~-1 and a x ~ E B(N~) with 
sup []~,n(k) - x~(k)I[ ~ 0, as m --* oo through S~. 
kEN~ 
Also xi(k) = xi- l (k)  if k E Ni-1. Define x : N --. R n as follows. Fix c E N and let j E l~ with 
c < kj. Let x(c) = xJ(c). Now x is well defined and ][x]iB _< w. Fix c and choose kj > c. Then 
for m E S i - N i and k E Nj, we have (from (3.1)) that 
k-1 
~,~(k) = X(k) ~ Y(i)[b(i) + f,(~m(0), . . .  ,~,,(i))1 
i----0 
- A(k)G-1L [~ Bk(i) [b(i) + f,(hm(O),. . . ,hm(i))]] + A(k)G-lt. 
Li=O 
Let m -~ oo through S i (using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem) to obtain 
k-1  
zJ(k) = X(k) EY( i )  [b(i) + f , (x : (0) , . . .  ,x:(i))] 
i=0 
k-1 
-v4(k)G-1L[~=oBk(i)[b(i)Tfi(xJ(O),...,xJ(i))]] T .A(k)G-I~. 
Thus, 
k-1 
x(k) = XCk) ~ Y(i) [b(i) + f,(x(O),..., xCi))] 
i=O 
- v4(k)G-1L [~ Bk(i) [b(i) + fi(x(O), . . . ,x(i))]] + J~(k)G-l£ 
Li=O 
for k E Nj (in particular for k = c). Since c is arbitrary the result follows. I 
COROLLARY 3.7. With respect o the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) assume that the 
operator L is defined on B°°(N) and in addition to Condition C1 the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 
hold. Then, for every ~ e R n there exists at least one solution of (1.1),(1.2) in Boo(N). 
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4.  NONL INEAR PROBLEMS WITH A PARAMETER 
Here, we shall prove the following constructive r sult for the boundary value problem (1.3),(1.2). 
THEOREM 4.1. With respect o the boundary value problem (1.3),(1.2) assume that the opera- 
tor L is defined on B(N), ~ e Sv and Condition (i) holds. Further, let 
(a) for a/1 x, ~ e S ~, and ~, X e S~, HY(i)[g,(x(O) . . . .  , x(i), X) -g,(~(0) . . . .  , ~(i), A)] ]1 -< 
_ co i O(i)(]]x Y~JJa + ]]~ - A]]), where ~=0 0( ) = C < oo; 
oo 
(b) ~ sup IIY(i)[b(i) +g,(x(O),x(1),...,x(i),A)]l[ = P < oo, and Q(II~II+P) < u; 
i=o x6s ~ 
XES~, 
(c) for every x E S u such that x(0) = ~ and X, X E Sv, 
L X(k)~_Y(i)[gdx(O),x(1),...,x(i),~)-gdx(O),x(1),...,x(i),X)] >_hll,X-~ll, 
and 
QC ( I  + ['L~QC) < I; (4.1) 
(d) for a/ixed A E Sv there exists a function x E S ~, and for each x E S V there exists a A E S~ 
such that the solution u(k) of the system 
k 
u(k + 1) = Z Ak(i)u(i) + b(k) + gk(x(O), x(1) , . . . ,  x(k), A), k e N, 
i=0 
with u(0) = ~ satisfies L[u] = ~. 
Then, the problem (1.3),(1.2) has at least one solution. 
PROOF. Let A0 be a vector in S~ and x0 be a function in S ~ such that the function 
k-1  
Xl(k) = .A(k)~ + X(k) ~ Y(i) [b(i) + gi(x0(0), x0(1),. . . ,  xo(i), X0)] 
i=o 
satisfies L[xl] = £. The existence of such a function xl(k) is guaranteed by the condition (d), 
and for this function in view of (b), we have 
I[XlHB ~-~ Q[[~II -~ QP = Q([[~][ + P )  <- u, 
i.e., xl E S ~. Now, from Conditions (d) and (b), it is clear that the iterative scheme 
k-1  
xm(k) = A(k)~ + X(k) ~ Y(i) [b(i) + g~(xm-l(O), x,~- l (1) , . . . ,  xm-l(i), Am-l)] 
is well defined, i.e., for all m >_ 1, Am-1 e Sv, xm-1 E S ~ and L[xm] = ~. Further, we have 
Ilx,~(k) - x~- l (k ) l l  
k-1 
_< IIX(k)ll ~ IIY(i) [.qdx,,,-l(O), .... x,~-di), ~.,-1) - gi(xm-2(O),..., xm-2(i),Am-2)][I 
/.=0 
_< QC' ( l lx. ,-~ - x.,-211B + II.Xm-~ - ~,,,-211) •
(4.2) 
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Moreover, since for each m > 1, 
] £ = L[xml = L[A(k)~] + L X(k) E Y(i) [b(i) + 9i(Xm-l(O), Xm-l(1),..., Xm-l(i), )~m-1)] 
i=O 
in view of (c) and (a), it follows that 
o = L X(k)~_g( i ) [g~(~m_~(O), . . .  ,~m-l(i),)~m-~) g~(~_~(O),... ,~m-~(i),a~-~)l 
i___O 
]1 +i  X(k) ~., g( i )  [g~(xm_~(O),..., xm_i(i), am-2) - g~(~_~(O),..., xm_~(i), am-2)] i=0 
hllAm-1 - Am-2[[ - HLllQCIIxm-1 - Xm-2llB, 
or, 
HAm-1 -- Am-2H ~ ~[ [Xm-1  -- Xm-2HB. (4.3) 
On combining (4.2) and (4.3), we obtain 
"xm - xm-I"B <_ QC (I  + [ 'L~C} "xm-I - Xm-2,,B, 
which by induction leads to 
"xm Xm-1],B ~_ (QC)m-I  ( I  + "L~QC)  m-1 - Hxl - ~o l .  
Thus, in view of (4.1), it follows that limm-.cc Hx,n-xHB =0, and from (4.3), limm-,oo I]Am-AH =0, 
where x E S ~, x(0) = ~, and A E Sv. 
Finally, let 
k-1 
u(k) = A(k)~ + X(k) E Y(i) [b(i) + gi(x(O), x(1),..., x(i), A)]. 
i=0 
Then, an application of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem leads to limm-.co Hxm-ulIB = 
0, which shows that u(k) - x(k), k E N. This completes the proof of our theorem. | 
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